
                 

                                                                          
 
MoMA PS1 PRESENTS FIRST US SURVEY OF ARTIST SOHRAB HURA OPENING OCTOBER 10  
 
LONG ISLAND CITY, New York, June 26, 2024—The first US survey of artist Sohrab Hura (Indian, b. 
1981) showcases more than fifty works from the last two decades of his experimental practice. On view 
from October 10, 2024 through February 2025, Sohrab Hura: Mother weaves together bodies of work 
across photography, film, sound, drawing, painting, and text that have never before been shown 
together. Self-trained and beginning his career in documentary photography, Hura quickly took on an 
essayistic and experimental approach, using multiple media to produce his layered work. Renowned for 
capturing remarkable everyday moments that give form to systemic political forces, Hura brings into 
focus colonially imposed borders, the trauma of partition, and the changing ecosystem of the Indian 
subcontinent.  
 
This survey includes key early works such as Pati (2010), a film that explores a rural Indian region in 
Madhya Pradesh and its role in the movement to pass the 2005 National Rural Employment Guarantee 
Act, which promised all citizens a minimum of one hundred days of employment. The work follows the 
artist’s ongoing relationship with the region, whose verdant landscape has been desiccated due to 
deforestation. Narrating his visits with keen attention to local residents, Hura combines still and moving 
images that attest to the everyday lives of those who remain in the area. Further juxtaposing 
sociopolitical concerns and landscape, the photographs and appropriated television footage that 
comprise Snow (2015–ongoing) document the contested region of Kashmir from first snowfall through 
spring thaw. With an expansive cinematic approach, The Coast (2019) offers India’s coastline as a lens 
to examine the nation’s changing politics through more than 50 photographs, a film, and a book. 
Focused on the subcontinent’s coastline, the work centers on a beach in Tamil Nadu, where sins are 
washed away in the ocean during an annual masquerade festival.  
 
Attending to the power of afterimages, other films like The Lost Head & The Bird (2017) sequence 
footage from Whatsapp videos, Nintendo video games, and news media. As digital forms of dissent 
become increasingly restricted, Hura’s incisive synthesis of visual material signals both innovation and 
provocation. His images, stripped of their original context, blur fiction and reality. Hura relates his use of 
rapid montage to the shifting circulation of violent imagery across digital platforms. "There is a sort of 
new language of photography coming into existence because of the looseness of social media. It’s 
weird, it’s surprising, it’s ugly, it’s beautiful, it’s voyeuristic, it’s narcissistic, it’s ordinary, it’s precise, it’s 
misleading, it’s a lot of contradictions put together,” he has said. 
 
In response to the changing digital landscape, the Magnum photographer (only the second from India) 
has recently expanded beyond the lens-based strategies for which Hura became known. The 
exhibition’s title, Mother, references the familial relations that anchor works like Bittersweet (2019), a 
video that chronicles his mother and her dog following a diagnosis with paranoid schizophrenia, as well 
as ties to places that transcend patriarchal associations with nationhood. The survey includes a 
selection of newly produced pastel drawings and gouache paintings from Things Felt But Not Quite 
Expressed (2022–ongoing) and Ghosts in My Sleep (2023–ongoing), which depict scenes and memories 
both real and imagined. Through cathartic strategies of personal and political introspection, the 
exhibition traces Hura’s shifting existential concerns around the ethics of image-making as a 
documentary act. 



                 

                                                                          
 
Sohrab Hura (Indian, b. 1981) is a photographer and filmmaker who lives and works in New Delhi, India. 
Recent solo and group exhibitions have been presented at Huis Marseille Museum for Photography, 
Amsterdam; Liverpool Biennial 2021; Kunstmuseum Bonn; The Museum of Modern Art, New York; 
Kettle’s Yard, Cambridge; and the Cincinnati Art Museum. His films have been shown in film festivals 
such as the Berlin International Film Festival and the 66th International Short Film Festival Oberhausen. 
Hura has self-published five books under the imprint Ugly Dog. His work is in the permanent collections 
of The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Ishara Art Foundation, Dubai; and the Cincinnati Art Museum, 
among others. 
 
Sohrab Hura: Mother is organized by Ruba Katrib, Curator and Director of Curatorial Affairs, with 
Sheldon Gooch, Curatorial Assistant. 
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Major support is provided by The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts. 
 
ABOUT MoMA PS1 
MoMA PS1 champions art and artists at the intersection of the social, cultural, and political issues of our 
time. Providing audiences with the agency to ask questions, access to knowledge, and a forum for 
public debate, PS1 has offered insight into artists’ diverse worldviews for more than 40 years. Founded 
in 1976 by Alanna Heiss, the institution was a defining force in the alternative space movement in New 
York City, transforming a nineteenth century public schoolhouse in Long Island City into a site for artistic 
experimentation and creativity. PS1 has been a member of New York City’s Cultural Institutions Group 
(CIG) since 1982 and affiliated with The Museum of Modern Art since 2000. 
 
Hours: MoMA PS1 is open from 12 to 6 p.m. Thursday, Friday, Sunday, and Monday, and 12:00 p.m. to 
8 p.m. on Saturdays. Closed on Thanksgiving, Christmas, and New Year’s Day. 
  
Admission: $10 suggested admission; $5 for students and senior citizens; free for New York State 
residents and MoMA members. Free admission for New York State residents is made possible by The 
Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation. Tickets may be reserved online at mo.ma/ps1tickets. 
 
Visitor Guide: Discover even more from MoMA PS1 with the Bloomberg Connects app. Read wall text, 
hear directly from artists, and uncover the building’s history with this multimedia visitor guide. This digital 
experience is made possible through the support of Bloomberg Philanthropies. 

Directions: MoMA PS1 is located at 22-25 Jackson Avenue at 46th Ave in Long Island City, Queens, 
across the Queensboro Bridge from midtown Manhattan. Traveling by subway, take the E, M, or 7 to 
Court Sq; or the G to Court Sq or 21 St Van Alst. By bus, take the Q67 to Jackson and 46th Ave or the 
B62 to 46th Ave. 



                 

                                                                          
 
Information: For general inquiries, call (718) 784-2084 or visit moma.org/ps1.  

Press Contacts: Julia Fesser, (845) 625-9041 or julia_fesser@moma.org  

General Press Inquiries: press_momaps1@moma.org 
For downloadable high-resolution images, visit moma.org/press 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


